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BY COLONEL WAYNE SINCLAIR,  
U.S. MARINE CORPS (RETIRED)

Integrating naval mining and mine 
countermeasures capabilities with  
EAB forces will improve sea-control  
and denial operations. 

NAVAL MINE WARFARE ESSAY CONTEST—FIRST PRIZE
Sponsored by the Mine Warfare Association

MINE WARFARE     IN THE LITTORALS
T

he Navy and Marine Corps established 
expeditionary advanced base opera-
tions (EABO) as a foundational oper-
ating concept in 2019, and the Tenta-

tive Manual for Expeditionary Advanced 
Base Operations was signed in February 
2021. The Marine Corps’ experiments with 
EABO are rapidly changing how and where 
the Marine Corps and supporting Navy for-
mations will be organized, equipped, and 
deployed to compete and, if necessary, 
fight. Indeed, EABO is an intriguing oper-
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ational concept well suited for great power 
competition in the Pacific, but naval mine 
warfare remains its missing ingredient.

EABO attempts to address potential ad-
versaries’ advantages in geography and 
weapon system range, precision, and ca-
pacity “while creating opportunities by im-
proving our own ability to maneuver and ex-
ploit control over key maritime terrain . . . by 
fully integrating Fleet Marine Force (FMF) 
and Navy capabilities to enable sea denial 
and sea control,” as well as fleet support 

and sustainment.1 The need for forward-de-
ployed forces to reassure allies, partners, 
and friends while simultaneously deterring 
aggression, responding to crises, and en-
forcing international norms was well estab-
lished before EABO. The difference now 
lies in the likelihood that an adversary’s 
anti access and area-denial capabilities (that 
is, land-based and airborne long-range pre-
cision fires and mines) will pose signifi-
cant threats to U.S. naval power projection 
during hostilities. EABO supports the joint 

MINE WARFARE     IN THE LITTORALS
Explosive ordnance 
disposal Marines 
from the 1st Ma-
rine Company, 7th 
Engineer Support 
Battalion, tow an 
unmanned sea-
floor-mapping and 
mine-detection ve-
hicle during Baltic 
Operations 2021.
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force’s ability to operate in contested maritime terrain by 
having combat-credible forces in place before the “com-
petition phase” turns to a crisis or conflict.2

Forward-deployed Marine Corps and Navy forces op-
erating from expeditionary advanced bases in the littorals 
must be organized and equipped to shape the security en-
vironment ahead of conflict and prepared to fight if de-
terrence fails. Future forces—such as the proposed Ma-
rine littoral regiments (MLRs) and their supporting Navy 
littoral maneuver squadrons (LMSs) operating light am-
phibious warships—must rapidly transition from con-
tact force activities to blunt force operations. During this 
transition and beyond, an MLR and LMS may be oper-
ationally isolated by an adversary’s activities and their 
own need to maintain low targeting profiles. The neces-
sity for an MLR to persist inside the enemy weapons en-
gagement zone (WEZ) requires a force that is relatively 
light, self-mobile, low-signature, and geographically dis-
tributed across its assigned area of operation to frustrate 
enemy targeting efforts. Persistence also requires that the 
future MLR can command, control, communicate, move, 
sense, logistically sustain, and defend itself in multiple 
domains against a peer adversary while remaining capa-
ble of projecting an effective area of influence over key 
littoral terrain. Naval mine warfare has a sizable role to 
play in meeting this latter requirement.

INSIDE NAVAL MINE WARFARE
Postured as an inside force—inside the WEZ—in advance 
of conflict, MLRs will need to support sea-control opera-
tions, conduct sea denial, and contribute to maritime do-
main awareness under the joint force commander or the 
designated joint force maritime component commander. 
As such, they will support and integrate with joint kill 
chains by extending the range of surveillance, reconnais-
sance, and counter-reconnaissance for target identifica-
tion and sharing with outside forces capable of striking 
from manned and unmanned platforms and long-range 
precision fires. In this role, an MLR might support the na-
val campaign through surface, antisubmarine, strike, and 
information warfare as well as missile and air defense.3 
As currently envisioned, the MLR also should possess 
the capability to conduct a range of aviation tasks, such 
as reconnaissance, antiair and air defense, and forward 
arming and refueling operations. Mine warfare, however, 
is notably absent from the MLR’s current list of mis-
sion-essential tasks.

Naval mines frequently have disproportionate effects 
that extend beyond their tactical utility. Politically, mines 
have provided strategic messaging and imposed mobility 
paralysis on adversaries without sinking a single ship.4 
They are excellent tools for limiting the use of overt force 
while likely posing less risk of vertical escalation than a 
missile or airstrike. They are deterrents, coercive tools, 

and force multipliers by their very presence. For rogue 
actors, terrorists, or even great powers, mines also are 
difficult to attribute.

Most modern sea mines are influence-triggered weap-
ons that can select targets by their acoustic, magnetic, 
pressure, or other signatures. Target profiling by algo-
rithms, ship-counting mechanisms, and self-propelled ca-
pabilities make sea mines that “lie in wait” semiautono-
mous weapons often more discriminating than bombs or 
missiles.5 They can be deployed on the seafloor, moored 
or tethered, before rising rapidly to close with a target 

Navy expeditionary mine countermeasures (MCM) companies or 
Marine explosive ordnance disposal detachments with MCM ca-
pabilities operating in direct support of deployed Marine littoral 
formations could enable mine detection, classification, identifica-
tion, and neutralization.
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across a wide cone of the water column above. They also 
can be released from ships and aircraft to drive or drift to 
a target zone. Technology advances strongly suggest fu-
ture naval minefields will feature “controlled mines” that 
can be remotely armed and also send sensing and track-
ing data to friendly forces.

EABO AND MINE WARFARE: A MARRIAGE  
OF CONVENIENCE
With the sharpening focus of great power competition 
in the littoral regions, the threat of naval mining is high. 
Russia and China are the world’s premier mine build-
ers, with vast inventories of mines of all types and ad-
vanced target-detection technologies. Each has invested 
heavily in the ability to conduct high-volume mining 
from submarines, a wide range of surface vessels, and 
aircraft that could quickly disrupt if not dictate U.S. op-
erational maneuver and delay force-closure timelines 
while denying access to key littoral terrain and passage 
through strategic straits. The integration of tailored 
mine warfare capabilities with EABO offers a way to 
both counter the mine threat and strengthen an MLR’s 
lethal area of influence.

The Tentative Manual for Expeditionary Advanced 
Base Operations lists supporting sea-control operations 
and conducting sea-denial operations first among EABO 
missions.6 Both align well with the Navy’s list of objec-
tives for naval mine warfare in conflict:
 • Destroy adversary submarines and surface ships
 • Enable local sea control
 • Deny sea control and initiative to adversary forces
 • Deny enemy use of ports, harbors, and coastal water-

ways
 • Support friendly amphibious operations7

Mining and MCM operations also have a role in de-
terrence and coercion below the level of armed conflict, 
just as EABO has relevance across the competition con-
tinuum. The Joint Staff recognizes a broad range of vital 
functions enabled by mine warfare and MCM:
 • Deter enemy use of naval mines
 • Establish blockades to apply political leverage in a 

limited-war situation
 • Protect ports and coastal lines of passage
 • Open preplanned shipping lanes (Q-routes) and clear 

enemy mines from designated operating areas
 • Deny the enemy the ability to carry out amphibious 

operations8

Technology development for EABO sea-denial en-
ablers has largely focused on enhanced sensors, commu-
nication assets, unmanned vessels, air-defense capabili-
ties, and antiship missiles. While these are valuable for 
deterrence below the threshold of armed conflict, they 
also are offensive capabilities that will likely draw atten-
tion—not to mention preemptive fires—when competi-

tion turns to conflict. The vital political access needed to 
establish EABs inside another sovereign nation’s terri-
tory could be jeopardized by the very capabilities deemed 
essential to their effectiveness in conflict. Host nations 
might foresee little advantage during competition but 
much potential harm in a conflict by allowing specific 
types of long-range kinetic weapon systems on their ter-
ritories. Compared with missiles, MCM and naval-min-
ing capabilities offer a more defensive posture with lower 
escalatory risks and greater asymmetric advantages. Fur-
thermore, the technologies and tactics used in MCM cre-
ate excellent partnership training opportunities (e.g., few 
developing countries have navies with any MCM capa-
bility) that support the host nation’s defensive and pro-
tective requirements.

GETTING IT DONE
Without effective mine countermeasures in the early 
stages of regional hostilities, fleets must accept signif-
icant risk. Expeditionary MCM capabilities in forward 
operating areas could become indispensable enablers to 
mobility and sustainment—important elements for EA-
BO’s success. Navy expeditionary warfare MCM com-
panies or Marine explosive ordnance disposal detach-
ments with MCM capabilities operating in direct support 
of deployed Marine littoral formations could enable pro-
tected, sustainable mine detection, classification, iden-
tification, and neutralization operations, helping other 
fleet assets avoid enemy minefields or maneuver through 
existing gaps. This will provide not only a tailored deter-
rent (or response) to enemy mining, but also the ability 
to quickly discern enemy intentions if a crisis escalates. 
Such early discernment can provide potent political 
leverage in the information realm and possibly help 
de-escalate a conflict.

When de-escalation fails and avoidance is not an op-
tion, enemy mines can be swept (deliberately triggered) 
or hunted (located, identified, and cleared individually) 
from the shore by specialized Navy and Marine Corps 
MCM forces with equipment prestaged at select EABs. 
Low-profile shore-based MCM sites that can launch, re-
cover, and sustain unmanned/autonomous mine-detec-
tion and neutralization systems not only shorten the time 
required to open lanes through mined waters, but also 
lower the risk to higher-profile MCM surface ships, such 
as littoral combat ships, which may need to remain out-
side the WEZ.

Just as EABs can support early, integrated mine counter-
measure operations, their ability to serve as mine dumps 
and support offensive and defensive mining inside the ad-
versary’s WEZ offers another high-return-on-investment 
possibility. The clandestine laying of controlled mines—
those that can be armed remotely—in competition or im-
mediately after receiving unambiguous warnings of an 
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imminent conflict—would contribute immensely to early 
efforts to establish sea control and prevent vertical es-
calation. In addition, mines offer a degree of survivabil-
ity against enemy counterstrikes that other shore-based 
weapons available to an MLR cannot match. Minefield ef-
fects can endure, even if the enemy successfully disrupts, 
degrades, or destroys the EAB forces responsible for lay-
ing them. Unfortunately, few of the Navy’s current MCM 
platforms and none of its mines or delivery methods are 
suited for any of these scenarios.

But extra-large unmanned underwater vehicles 
(XLUUVs) such as the planned Orca could be instru-
mental in clandestine mining. EABs could refuel and 
maintain UUVs and download their mission data as well 
provide rapid mine reloads, dramatically reducing tran-
sit times and increasing minefield types, locations, sizes, 
and densities inside the WEZ. Other vessels of opportu-
nity, such as the proposed light amphibious warship or 
long-range unmanned surface vessels, could be modified 
for rapid, high-volume mine-laying missions to supple-
ment XLUUV mining. Extensive experimentation, table-
top exercises, and training will help determine the appro-
priate staffing, unit attachments, and logistical support 
requirements to operationalize this capability.

With great power competition among nuclear-armed 
rivals increasingly moving toward the high end of the 
scale and growing asymmetries in quantitative and qual-
itative warfighting capabilities, the value of military 

deterrence has rarely been greater. Mines can be used 
overtly for strategic messaging or clandestinely to add 
uncertainty and impose tactical surprise on an enemy’s 
anticipated freedom of maneuver. 

Recognizing the need to change and adapt to new pac-
ing threats, the Marine Corps has begun to shed capabil-
ities, platforms, and employment practices not deemed 
essential for naval campaigning. It is seeking alternative 
means to regain its lethality as a forward-deployed force 
in readiness able to support sea denial and control of key 
littoral terrain. With a unified approach to next-genera-
tion mine development and fielding, the Navy–Marine 
Corps team can leverage expeditionary naval mine war-
fare to improve forward-based deterrence while provid-
ing survivable response options for sea-denial operations 
and the defense of key littoral terrain.
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Any of the five proposed light amphibious warship candidates 
(one of which is shown here in an artist’s concept) could be em-
ployed as ships of opportunity for rapid, high-volume mine-lay-
ing missions.
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THE CHALLENGE 
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, and Merchant Marine  

Academy midshipmen, cadets, and officer candidates  

(Naval Academy, NROTC, Coast Guard Academy, Kings Point, 

and Officer Candidate Schools) are encouraged to think and 

write about the challenges that face the Sea Services today 

and in the coming decade. Potential topics could include (but 

are not limited to): How the services can partner in new ways 

to enhance national security. How peer competition with China 

and Russia will affect your Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, 

and Merchant Marine. What new capabilities tomorrow’s  

forces will require. Whether naval commissioning sources  

are preparing future officers well for what lies ahead. Lessons 

from the past that are relevant for today and could be a guide 

the future.

All essays will be judged in the blind. Winners will be published 

in Proceedings magazine or online.

THE REWARD
First Prize: $2,000
Second Prize: $1,000
Third Prize: $500

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
• Essays must be no more than 2,000 words  

(excludes endnotes/resources).
• Include word count on title page of essay but do not  

include author name(s) on title page or within the essay.

• Submit essay as a Word document online at  
www.usni.org/midncadetessay.

• Esssays must be original and not previously published 
(online or in print) or being considered for publication 
elsewhere.

Deadline: 31 October 2021

For more details, please visit 
www.usni.org/midncadetessay.
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